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Investment Process

We seek long-term investments in high-quality businesses exposed to structural growth themes that can be acquired at sensible
valuations in a contrarian fashion and are led by excellent management teams.

Investing with Tailwinds

We identify structural themes at the intersection of growth and change with the objective of investing in companies having meaningful
exposure to these trends. Themes can be identified from both bottom-up and top-down perspectives.

High-Quality Businesses

We seek future leaders with attractive growth characteristics that we can own for the long term. Our fundamental analysis focuses on
those companies exhibiting unique and defensible business models, high barriers to entry, proven management teams, favorable
positions within their industry value chains and high or improving returns on capital. In short, we look to invest in small companies that
have potential to become large.

A Contrarian Approach to Valuation

We seek to invest in high-quality businesses in a contrarian fashion. Mismatches between stock price and long-term business value are
created by market dislocations, temporary slowdowns in individual businesses or misperceptions in the investment community. We also
examine business transformation brought about by management change or restructuring.

Manage Unique Risks of International Small- and Mid-Cap Equities

International small- and mid-cap equities are exposed to unique investment risks that require managing. We define risk as permanent
loss of capital, not share price volatility. We manage this risk by having a long-term ownership focus, understanding the direct and
indirect security risks for each business, constructing the portfolio on a well-diversified basis and sizing positions according to individual
risk characteristics.

Team Overview

Our team is intellectually curious about the world and how it is changing. Each team member is passionate about small company investing
and discovering businesses with meaningful and open-ended growth opportunities.

Portfolio Management

Rezo Kanovich
Portfolio Manager

Investment Results (% USD) Average Annual Total Returns

-10.62-21.18-29.01-29.01MSCI All Country World ex USA
Small Cap Index

-9.61-20.05-27.96-27.96MSCI All Country World ex USA
SMID Index

6.18———-6.56-21.31-21.31Composite — Net

7.30———-5.56-21.08-21.08Composite — Gross
Inception110 Yr5 Yr3 Yr1 YrYTDQTDAs of 31 March 2020

Annual Returns (% USD) 12 months ended 31 March

-5.56————Composite — Gross

20202019201820172016

Source: Artisan Partners/MSCI. Returns for periods less than one year are not annualized. 1Composite inception: 1 January 2019.

Past performance does not guarantee and is not a reliable indicator of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance shown. Composite performance has
been presented in both gross and net of investment management fees.
Investment Risks: Investments will rise and fall with market fluctuations and investor capital is at risk. Investors investing in strategies denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of
currency exchange fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal. These risks, among others, are further described near the back of this document, which should be read in conjunction with this material.
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Investing Environment
Global equities experienced a historic selloff in Q1 driven by the
COVID-19 pandemic, with most broad-based indices declining 20% or
more. All sectors and regions finished lower. The energy sector was
the worst performer as oil prices came under pressure from the dual
shocks of COVID-19 and the Saudi Arabia-Russia price war. Other hard-
hit areas of the market included travel-related businesses (e.g.,
airlines, hotels, restaurants), retail and banks. More defensive sectors,
like health care, consumer staples and utilities, held up best.

We are cognizant that the current crisis is causing significant short-
term market fluctuations and macroeconomic implications, but these
factors do not affect our investment philosophy and analytical
process. Our approach is distinctly focused on idiosyncratic
investments and a long-term orientation. With a foundation in
structural tailwinds, resilient businesses and strong operators, our
approach is designed for not only good times but challenging ones as
well. Consistency in the application of our process is what we know
best and what we believe will continue adding value for clients
through this unique environment.

Of course we think about the human toll of this pandemic, as well as
first- and second-order effects of the crisis, but in major market
dislocations, it is important to 1) continue focusing on long-term
outcomes while being mindful of short-term vulnerabilities; 2) lean
into our bottom-up process to carefully assess the fundamentals of
each business rather than the daily risk-on/risk-off fluctuations of the
market; and 3) remember that as contrarian investors, we can benefit
from times of market dislocation by seeking situations where the
market’s short-termism creates opportunities.

We maintain a high bar on business quality, which includes adept
management teams with steady hands through times of turbulence.
In this environment, the effort we put into developing relationships
and confidence in management teams via consistent strategic
conversation pays off. Our calendars remain filled with management
team discussions focused on understanding the impact on business
models and end markets, the response and potential opportunities,
and the respective short-term liquidity picture. Without losing focus
on the micro, we believe our collection of small businesses with the
potential to one day be large should be well-equipped to endure.

Finally, throughout history these types of crises expose the quality
and sustainability of businesses and present interesting opportunities
for contrarian investors like us (as survivors should enjoy premium
valuations). Recent fiscal and monetary responses will likely leave us
with extraordinarily low interest rates for an extended period, and
high-quality businesses durably generating high returns on capital
should be appreciated even more.

Performance Discussion
Our portfolio was negative on an absolute basis but held up better
than the MSCI ACWI ex USA SMID Index in Q1. Given our business-
quality focus, risk-aware approach and long-term orientation, there
was no glaring vulnerability to a cyclical downturn evident in our
portfolio heading into this crisis. In general, our portfolio benefits
from structural tailwinds, minimal cyclicality and the avoidance of
high levels of financial leverage. The businesses we find most

attractive are those able to self-finance growth, which may enable
them to play offense during challenging economic environments with
the goal of emerging stronger on the other side. Of course, as
discussed earlier, we have monitored and will continue to diligently
monitor existing positions through our bottom-up lens.

Our short list of more cyclically exposed holdings each should possess
enough idiosyncratic drivers to withstand a potential longer-term
downturn. Likewise, we have no direct ownership in energy or banks,
and limited exposure to travel and retail—a few of the hardest hit
segments. Any holdings with exposure to these areas are front and
center in our mind as we continue evaluating financial strength and
liquidity across the portfolio. Lastly, a meaningful component of our
companies’ economic value derives from growth in future years, so on
balance, near-term dislocation should have less impact on the pricing
of these longer-duration investments compared to those dependent
on short-term catalysts.

Despite broad-based market weakness, we had several holdings end
Q1 with gains. Among these were Ambu, SG Holdings and Tecan
Group. Ambu is a medical devices company that pioneered the use of
single-use, disposable endoscopes. We liked Ambu when we joined
Artisan in October 2018, but the entry point was less attractive due to
its valuation. Subsequently, the stock price halved in mid-2019 due to
an unexpected and abrupt change in CEO and the resetting of the
company’s guidance. At those more attractive valuations and once we
gained comfort with the new leadership, we added Ambu to the
portfolio in Q3 2019. Ambu is one of a select group of companies
likely to benefit from the increased focus on health safety amid the
spread of COVID-19. Ambu’s offering reduces infection risk via single-
use endoscope devices rather than the traditional reusable approach.
The Ambu proposition also involves greater efficiency and is cost-
effective versus traditional scopes which require sterilization after
each procedure.

SG Holdings is a Japanese provider of logistics and delivery services.
We discussed this holding in our Q4 2019 letter after the stock came
under pressure due to concerns about Amazon’s entry into the
Japanese market. We believe the stock performed well this quarter in
part because of how cheap it had become—selling for an earnings
multiple in the mid-teens. We continually reevaluate our thesis but
have not changed our view that the risk from Amazon is overstated
and SG’s competitive advantages in a highly attractive Japanese
market are underappreciated. It is incredibly difficult—both time
consuming and costly—to create an efficient delivery network from
scratch. Our long-term interest remains focused on the opportunities
to increase profitability as technological advancements in robotics
and software enable the company to charge higher prices and earn
better margins for additional services as it moves up the value chain.
We are also looking at how this crisis may reinforce the secular trends
in e-commerce and warehouse automation since the fewer people
who touch a package, the better.

Tecan Group is a Swiss leader in the design and manufacturing of life-
sciences tools and diagnostics instruments. Tecan’s core specialty is
designing robotic liquid handling—automated systems that are
highly complicated and require exquisite precision—with important
applications in molecular diagnostics and gene sequencing. Robotic



fluid handling is a growing market driven by the increasing
automation needs of pharma and biotech companies. Additionally,
the company is exploring adjacencies to fluid handling by branching
out to software and analytics and is leveraging its leadership to cross-
sell consumables, resulting in a high share of stable recurring revenue.
Tecan provides laboratory equipment and other products for the
diagnostics market, serving as a partner to larger diagnostics
companies. Demand for these diagnostic instruments has received a
near-term boost related to COVID-19, which is offsetting potential
COVID-19-related pressures in other parts of the business.

An additional top contributor was Azbil, a Japanese manufacturer of
automated control systems for HVAC equipment used in industrial
and commercial buildings. Azbil lies in our smart building theme and
exemplifies our desire to build a portfolio “on the right side of history.”
Azbil benefits from the trend toward office-building modernization
associated with green buildings, energy efficiency and increasing
software intensity and connectivity. We took advantage of market
volatility in Q1 by adding to our position as we continue to believe the
company is well-positioned from its dominant market position in
Japan. In our perpetual evaluation of risk in business models, Azbil is
proving quite durable. Most of Azbil’s value derives not from this
year’s earnings but from its multiyear service contracts for
HVAC systems.

On the downside, CAE, SSP Group, Metso and MorphoSys were our
biggest detractors, with the first three representing our holdings most
exposed to the economic shutdown. CAE provides flight simulation
systems used to train civilian and military pilots. Anything travel-
related sold off sharply in Q1, but we believe CAE’s business is highly
durable despite the immediate drop in passenger air traffic. We always
want to be thoughtful about opportunities created by dislocation—
evaluating the upside against the probability of loss. We have spent
significant time of late looking in the air travel market, including
airlines, airports and hotels, and few offer the resiliency of CAE’s return
profile and financial condition. Over its history, the company has
transformed itself from a flight simulator equipment maker to a
services company with a high share of recurring revenues. CAE has
built a global network of training centers, a related and regulated
certification process for pilots, and is well-positioned in an industry of
significant barriers and only two global players. Routine training for
certification upkeep and long-term customer contracts provides
strong earnings visibility. The wave of increased training and
outsourcing from airlines also acts as structural tailwinds.

SSP Group operates food service and retail outlets in airports, train
stations and other travel-related locations. This is not a great time to
be an airport catering company. We have had a long-term interest in
this space due to its rich margins and durability of sales growth. We
also like the cost structure’s variability as rent is a revenue share with
airports. For its part, SSP Group has been an efficient operator,
financially conservative and an innovator in the space (e.g., employing
new technology like iPad ordering and curating local partners to
capture a region’s culinary landscape). In March, the company moved
quickly to conserve cash and liquidity, accessing the equity and debt
markets to shore up its balance sheet, and is well-situated should this
crisis persist for another 9-12 months. The business’s strong

leadership and financial positioning could springboard increased
market-share gains.

Metso is a Finland-based manufacturer of mining equipment, such as
crushers, grinders and specialized trucks. As a commodities-oriented
business, Metso is an atypical investment for us. While we recognize
the near-term cyclical headwinds, our investment case is long-term in
nature. With a new CEO and a restructuring in progress, we believe
there is meaningful opportunity for margin improvement from
reduced operating costs and increased outsourcing. The more
interesting part of our thesis is the opportunity to drive margins
higher through further alignment with trends toward electrification
and IoT (Internet of Things)-driven sensors in mining equipment and
added extraction technologies. This proposition should be enhanced
by Metso’s merger with Outotec. We added to our position
on weakness.

MorphoSys is a German biotechnology company focused on the
development of antibodies for a wide range of diseases, including
cancer, rheumatoid arthritis and multiple sclerosis. The company
developed tafasitamab, an engineered antibody used to treat relapse
and refractory large B-cell lymphoma. This alone is a $1bn market, but
we believe the drug has potential to receive additional indications for
other lymphomas as well. The company recently signed a deal with
Incyte to develop and commercialize tafasitamab. The structure of the
deal involving co-promotion rights in the US aligns with the
company’s broader portfolio of partnerships and royalty deals across
leading pharmaceuticals companies, such as Novartis, Roche and
GlaxoSmithKline. Its portfolio generates meaningful royalty income
and underpins the development of its proprietary product pipeline,
which we believe is underappreciated. We believe the stock was down
due to risk-off markets, but just because it’s a biotech company does
not mean it’s risky in our view. There is no near-term disruption to its
business from COVID-19, its balance sheet is sound and cash flow is
strong, and most of its value resides in future years. Having added to
our position in Q1, the stock was a top-five holding at the end
of March.

Positioning and Outlook
As discussed in our previous letter, valuation and entry point is an
important component of our investment approach. This was
particularly apparent at the end of 2019’s market run on the back of a
long-dated bull market. Similarly, we believe our risk-aware approach
to security selection and portfolio construction helps position us well
for downside protection relative to the benchmark and peers. Our
approach to risk management has always centered around the
resiliency of the individual business and a fervent commitment to
diversification across the portfolio. Individual position sizing considers
both valuation opportunity and risk profile, while portfolio
diversification is reflected in breadth of holdings, industry and sector
exposures, and variety in portfolio themes. A risk-aware approach to
individual business selection as well as portfolio construction is a
tenet we believe should continue serving us well in this period of
heightened uncertainty.



In times of increased volatility, we look to be opportunistic with
current holdings that are disproportionately discounted, where the
long-term thesis remains intact. We believe this is an important
component of our ability to deliver attractive long-term results for
investors and it has begun showing results as the market attempts to
better discern fundamentals. The aforementioned activity in CAE,
Metso and MorphoSys serves as a Q1 example of this process.

There is also no shortage of new investment ideas to pursue. We have
been able to both accelerate the timeline for position-building in
recently acquired holdings and return to research in businesses where
valuation was previously prohibitive. The list of newer holdings
includes names in cloud SaaS, cybersecurity and a few innovative
offerings in consumer discretionary and health care. Specifically, we
purchased Zscaler, Afya and STAAR Surgical and meaningfully added
to our position in HENNGE, which we started buying in December
2019. As those who know us well have come to expect, all portfolio
activity is viewed through our same bottom-up lens, a contrarian
approach to entry points and with a multiyear investment in mind.

Zscaler provides cloud-based Internet security solutions. We have
been examining cybersecurity around the world thematically for some
time. Zscaler is among the short list of structurally advantaged
companies in this space, but a situation where patience for an
attractive entry point based upon valuation was required. Before
cloud computing, cybersecurity architecture was designed around a
castle and moat concept in which data in data centers were protected
by firewalls. However, in a world of cloud computing, 5G and
networking mobility, this design becomes less effective. There is no
castle in a world of cloud software. A complete rethinking of
cybersecurity is required, and Zscaler’s structural advantage via 150
remote data centers and unique security offerings is apparent.

HENNGE, a related holding in our cloud theme, first entered the
portfolio in Q4 2019 and grew meaningfully in the most recent
quarter. HENNGE is a Japanese company that provides single sign-on
solutions for enterprises enabling users to seamlessly and securely
access multiple cloud services and applications with a single ID and
password. The trend toward working from home should only
accelerate as a result in the current environment, and HENNGE is
especially well-positioned to benefit from this long-term growth
theme as its technology directly facilitates the adoption of remote
worker access solutions.

Afya is a Brazilian for-profit education company specializing in
medical schools. Brazil has a structural shortage of physicians and
medical schools. Demand for medical education is strong as medicine
is a lucrative profession in Brazil, but the government controls the
number of new seats offered. The resulting supply-demand imbalance
makes for an attractive business from both pricing and growth
perspectives. The business economics are also attractive, as working
capital is negative since students pay for a year in advance. The run
rate for growth is also highly visible as it takes five to six years to
become a doctor. Finally, there is a lot of innovation in digital
education tools occurring that may yield additional sources of
growth potential.

STAAR Surgical developed an implantable lens-based procedure for
vision correction. In contrast to Lasik’s ablation of the cornea, STAAR’s
approach involves an implanted lens—a reversible and less-invasive
undertaking. STAAR is a US-based company that began its growth in
international markets where its procedure has become highly
popular. China and Japan make up about two-thirds of company
revenues today, and the company has meaningful promise as it
pursues entrance into the US market over the next one to two years.
In January, we took advantage of volatility driven by COVID-19 in
China to acquire the stock at more reasonable valuations. We hope
the virus is transient, but our focus is on the long-term opportunity.

As always, the portfolio activity discussed in this letter is not an
exhaustive report but a representative sampling of the promising
investment opportunities we continue to find. We hope our readers
stay healthy through this unprecedented journey, and we look
forward to continuing the conversation.



For more information: Visit www.artisanpartners.com

Investment Risks: International investments involve special risks, including currency fluctuation, lower liquidity, different accounting methods and economic and political systems, and higher transaction costs. These risks typically
are greater in emerging markets.  Securities of small- and medium-sized companies tend to have a shorter history of operations, be more volatile and less liquid and may have underperformed securities of large companies
during some periods. Growth securities may underperform other asset types during a given period. These risks, among others, are further described in Artisan Partners Form ADV, which is available upon request.

Unless otherwise indicated, the Artisan Strategy characteristics relate to that of an investment composite or a representative account managed within a composite. It is intended to provide a general illustration of the investment strategy and
considerations used by Artisan Partners in managing that strategy. Individual accounts may differ, at times significantly, from the reference data shown due to varying account restrictions, fees and expenses, and since-inception time periods,
among others. Where applicable, this information is supplemental to, and not to be construed with, a current or prospective client’s investment account information.

Securities referenced may not be representative of all portfolio holdings. Securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine a holding’s portfolio weight. Portfolio statistics calculations exclude outlier data and may substitute information
from a related security if unavailable for a particular security. This material is as of the date indicated and is subject to change without notice. Totals may not sum due to rounding.

Attribution  is  used  to  evaluate  the  investment  management  decisions  which  affected  the  portfolio’s  performance  when  compared  to  a  benchmark  index.  Attribution  is  not  exact,  but  should  be  considered  an  approximation  of  the  relative
contribution of each of the factors considered.

Net-of-fees  composite  returns  were  calculated  using  the  highest  model  investment  advisory  fees  applicable  to  portfolios  within  the  composite.  Fees  may  be  higher  for  certain  pooled  vehicles  and  the  composite  may  include  accounts  with
performance-based fees. All performance results are net of commissions and transaction costs, and have been presented gross and net of investment advisory fees. Dividend income is recorded net of foreign withholding taxes on ex-dividend date
or as soon after the ex-dividend date as the information becomes available to Artisan Partners. Interest income is recorded on the accrual basis. Performance results for the Index include reinvested dividends and are presented net of foreign
withholding taxes but, unlike the portfolio's returns, do not reflect the payment of sales commissions or other expenses incurred in the purchase or sale of the securities included in the indices.

MSCI All Country World ex USA SMID Index measures the performance of small- and mid-cap companies in developed and emerging markets excluding the US. MSCI All Country World Small Cap Index measures the performance of small-cap
companies in developed and emerging markets. The index(es) are unmanaged; include net reinvested dividends; do not reflect fees or expenses; and are not available for direct investment.

MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall  have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used to create indices or financial
products. This report is not approved or produced by MSCI.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) is the exclusive intellectual property of MSCI Inc. (MSCI) and Standard & Poor’s Financial Services, LLC (S&P). Neither MSCI, S&P, their affiliates, nor any of their third party providers (“GICS
Parties”) makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to GICS or the results to be obtained by the use thereof, and expressly disclaim all warranties, including warranties of accuracy, completeness, merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. The GICS Parties shall not have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of such damages.

This summary represents the views of the portfolio manager as of 31 Mar 2020. Those views and portfolio holdings are subject to change and Artisan Partners disclaims any obligation to advise investors of such changes. The discussion of
portfolio holdings does not constitute a recommendation of any individual security. For a complete list of holdings by contribution to the strategy, refer to the Contributors to Return chart.

This material is provided for informational purposes without regard to your particular investment needs. This material shall not be construed as investment or tax advice on which you may rely for your investment decisions. Investors should
consult their financial and tax adviser before making investments in order to determine the appropriateness of any investment product discussed herein. In no event shall Artisan Partners have any liability for direct, indirect, special, incidental,
punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost profits) losses or any other damages resulting from the use of this material.

Artisan Partners Limited Partnership (APLP) is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). Artisan Partners UK LLP (APUK) is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a
registered investment adviser with the SEC. APEL Financial Distribution Services Limited (AP Europe) is authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. APLP, APUK and AP Europe are collectively, with their parent company and affiliates,
referred to as Artisan Partners herein. Artisan Partners is not registered, authorised or eligible for an exemption from registration in all jurisdictions. Therefore, services described herein may not be available in certain jurisdictions. This material
does not constitute an offer or solicitation where such actions are not authorised or lawful, and in some cases may only be provided at the initiative of the prospect. Further limitations on the availability of products or services described herein
may be imposed.

This material is only intended for investors which meet qualifications as institutional investors as defined in the applicable jurisdiction where this material is received, which includes only Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties as defined by
the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) where this material is issued by APUK or AP Europe. This material is not for use by retail investors and may not be reproduced or distributed without Artisan Partners’ permission.

In the United Kingdom, issued by APUK, 25 St. James’s St., Floor 3, London SW1A 1HA, registered in England and Wales (LLP No. OC351201). Registered office: Reading Bridge House, Floor 4, George St., Reading, Berkshire RG1 8LS. In
Ireland, issued by AP Europe, Fitzwilliam Hall, Fitzwilliam Pl, Ste. 202, Dublin 2, D02 T292. Registered office: 70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, D02 R296 (Company No. 637966).

Australia: This material is directed at wholesale clients only and is not intended for, or to be relied upon by, private individuals or retail investors. Artisan Partners Australia Pty Ltd is a representative of APLP (ARBN 153 777 292) and APUK
(ARBN 603 522 649). APLP and APUK are respectively regulated under US and UK laws which differ from Australian laws and are exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services license under the Australian Corporations
Act 2001 in respect to financial services provided in Australia.

Bailiwick of Guernsey: The financial services referred to in this material and this document are not being made available in the Bailiwick of Guernsey (Guernsey) to more than 50 persons in Guernsey and the financial services may not be
accepted by more than 50 persons in Guernsey.

Canada: This material is distributed in Canada by APLP and/or Artisan Partners Distributors LLC, which conduct activities in Canada under exemptions from the dealer, portfolio manager and investment fund manager registration requirements of
applicable Canadian securities laws. This material does not constitute an offer of services in circumstances where such exemptions are not available. APLP advisory services are available only to investors that qualify as “permitted clients” under
applicable Canadian securities laws.

© 2020 Artisan Partners. All rights reserved.

For Institutional Investors Only—Not for Onward Distribution
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Artisan Non-U.S. Small-Mid Growth Strategy
As of 31 March 2020Quarterly Contribution to Return (% USD)

Ending WeightContribution to
ReturnAverage WeightTop Contributors

0.02-0.090.39Gerresheimer AG

0.82-0.070.81Genmab A/S

0.37-0.060.33Aprea Therapeutics Inc

0.49-0.060.48Ariake Japan Co Ltd

1.84-0.061.70Obic Co Ltd

0.43-0.060.34Fortnox AB

0.53-0.060.54Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd

1.31-0.061.04ConvaTec Group PLC

0.00-0.050.25BK Brasil Operacao e Assessoria a
Restaurantes SA

0.16-0.050.19Salvatore Ferragamo SpA

0.47-0.040.38ViewRay Inc

0.75-0.040.59Tel Aviv Stock Exchange Ltd

0.46-0.040.44Rakus Co Ltd

0.50-0.030.21Siegfried Holding AG

0.14-0.030.15Oxford Biomedica PLC

0.41-0.030.54Rohto Pharmaceutical Co Ltd

0.60-0.020.54Kinaxis Inc

0.06-0.020.07Hookipa Pharma Inc

1.09-0.020.98OBIC Business Consultants Co Ltd

0.00-0.020.08Odonate Therapeutics Inc

0.55-0.020.18Atos SE

0.54-0.020.17Alnylam Pharmaceuticals Inc

0.87-0.010.80Nippon Shinyaku Co Ltd

0.00-0.010.14Vericel Corp

0.00-0.010.08Linx SA

0.25-0.010.24Ypsomed Holding AG

0.00-0.010.09MonotaRO Co Ltd

0.00-0.010.03IPG Photonics Corp

0.63-0.010.54Harmonic Drive Systems Inc

0.25-0.000.18I-Mab

0.25-0.000.00Shimadzu Corp

0.590.000.37ALK-Abello A/S

0.170.000.00Alcon Inc

0.000.000.01Valneva SE

0.350.000.09Rami Levy Chain Stores Hashikma Marketing
2006 Ltd

0.000.000.02Orchard Therapeutics plc

0.390.010.06Insmed Inc

3.750.015.06Cash Holdings

0.000.020.05Galapagos NV

0.560.020.26STAAR Surgical Co

0.850.020.49Hennge KK

0.620.030.55JCR Pharmaceuticals Co Ltd

0.840.040.69MIPS AB

2.080.041.55Azbil Corp

0.880.040.84ACADIA Pharmaceuticals Inc

0.280.040.32Applied Therapeutics Inc

0.290.070.02Inspire Medical Systems Inc

1.450.131.26Kobe Bussan Co Ltd

2.550.132.20Tecan Group AG

1.320.141.13Lonza Group AG

1.040.250.16Zscaler Inc

2.180.271.72SG Holdings Co Ltd

1.190.350.92Ambu A/S

Ending WeightContribution to
ReturnAverage WeightBottom Contributors

0.43-0.170.54Auto Trader Group PLC

0.21-0.170.35Grupo Catalana Occidente SA

0.57-0.170.61SimCorp A/S

0.70-0.180.71HomeServe PLC

1.24-0.181.16Radware Ltd

1.15-0.181.09AIXTRON SE

0.78-0.191.11SolarEdge Technologies Inc

1.06-0.191.15Davide Campari-Milano SpA

0.73-0.190.78Codemasters Group Holdings PLC

1.50-0.191.34Jeol Ltd

0.86-0.200.81DSV PANALPINA A/S

0.35-0.200.43Rotork PLC

0.36-0.210.48Beijer Ref AB

0.50-0.210.59New Work SE

0.91-0.220.98Carlsberg A/S

0.00-0.220.41Treasury Wine Estates Ltd

0.42-0.240.52St James's Place PLC

0.94-0.240.98Ossur HF

0.13-0.250.28ASOS PLC

1.13-0.251.18Altus Group Ltd

0.16-0.270.25DBV Technologies SA

0.25-0.270.37Quotient Ltd

0.00-0.280.39LivaNova PLC

0.88-0.280.49Afya Ltd

0.09-0.280.50Jenoptik AG

1.56-0.291.63Cree Inc

0.91-0.291.03Electrocomponents PLC

0.75-0.300.87B&M European Value Retail SA

1.31-0.301.13Baloise Holding AG

0.82-0.300.86Kornit Digital Ltd

1.06-0.311.15AVEVA Group PLC

0.85-0.310.98Rohm Co Ltd

0.72-0.311.00Yamaha Corp

1.06-0.321.08Ingersoll Rand Inc

0.87-0.330.83Rumo SA

0.43-0.340.70Notre Dame Intermedica Participacoes SA

1.22-0.341.21Almirall SA

0.91-0.341.01Britvic PLC

0.74-0.340.72JD Sports Fashion PLC

0.12-0.350.22Amarin Corp PLC

1.08-0.360.86Model N Inc

0.93-0.361.07Howden Joinery Group PLC

0.93-0.370.89Elekta AB

0.73-0.370.69Lectra

0.45-0.480.58Flexion Therapeutics Inc

0.73-0.501.01boohoo Group PLC

0.62-0.500.89Heron Therapeutics Inc

0.68-0.550.88Intersect ENT Inc

0.42-0.550.66Petrobras Distribuidora SA

2.41-0.622.25MorphoSys AG

1.39-0.641.42Metso Oyj

0.71-0.680.91SSP Group PLC

0.75-0.861.17CAE Inc

Continued on next page.



Artisan Non-U.S. Small-Mid Growth Strategy
As of 31 March 2020Quarterly Contribution to Return (% USD)

Ending WeightContribution to
ReturnAverage WeightTop Contributors (continued)

1.25-0.120.99Fujitec Co Ltd

0.47-0.110.41Vestas Wind Systems A/S

0.28-0.110.27Agios Pharmaceuticals Inc

0.28-0.110.33Basler AG

0.90-0.110.92Fuji Soft Inc

0.43-0.110.11Alkermes PLC

3.17-0.113.17Nice Ltd

1.02-0.110.98Symrise AG

0.41-0.100.44NanoString Technologies Inc

0.08-0.100.14Aston Martin Lagonda Global Holdings PLC

0.97-0.100.66Vaisala Oyj

0.28-0.100.67SCSK Corp

0.50-0.100.51Abcam PLC

1.48-0.101.40Belimo Holding AG

0.27-0.090.29Sagami Rubber Industries Co Ltd

0.02-0.090.26Biocartis NV

0.43-0.090.46Cognex Corp

1.67-0.091.38Morinaga & Co Ltd

0.58-0.090.58Spirax-Sarco Engineering PLC

Ending WeightContribution to
ReturnAverage WeightBottom Contributors (continued)

0.00-0.120.21BASE Inc

0.53-0.120.58The Descartes Systems Group Inc

0.20-0.120.32Future PLC

0.21-0.120.25Temairazu Inc

1.39-0.121.31Koninklijke DSM NV

1.04-0.131.03Argenx SE

0.46-0.130.51Burckhardt Compression Holding AG

0.42-0.130.27XP Power Ltd

0.41-0.140.47Cellavision AB

0.15-0.140.26eSOL Co Ltd

0.26-0.150.13UroGen Pharma Ltd

0.81-0.160.72Hypoport SE

0.42-0.160.51Yokogawa Electric Corp

0.77-0.160.74YouGov PLC

0.76-0.160.86Carl Zeiss Meditec AG

0.56-0.160.61Thule Group AB

1.00-0.170.98IMCD NV

0.40-0.170.47BlackBerry Ltd

0.00-0.170.38Moneysupermarket.com Group PLC

Source: Artisan Partners/FactSet. Performance is historical and is not a reliable indicator of future results. As of 31 Mar 2020. These investments made the greatest contribution to, or detracted most from, performance during the period
based on a representative account within the strategy Composite. Upon request, Artisan will provide: (i) the calculation methodology and/or (ii) a list showing the contribution of each holding to overall performance during the measurement
period. Securities of the same issuer are aggregated to determine the weight in the portfolio. % Contribution to Return is calculated by FactSet by multiplying a security’s weight in the portfolio by its in portfolio return for the period referenced
and does not take into account expenses of the portfolio. Purchases/sales are accounted for by using end of the day prices, which may or may not reflect the actual purchase/sale price realized by the portfolio.


